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uMMARY A cell line tentatively designated as AIDCC-BOl(T), was established
from spleen cells of an apparently healthy chicken inoculated with ITerpesvirus

of tu"key, (HVT). BOl(T) colts unre T lymph, binst, Id colts and th, in, re than
95% of them had Marek's disease (AJID) tumor-associated surface antigen (I\TATSA)
However, no viral Internal antigens or membrane antigens could be demonstrated
in them by jinmunoHuorescence tests using chicken anti-HVT and -MD virus
(MDV) sera. The \, irus could be rescued from BOl(T) cells by co- cultivation with
chick embryo fibroblasts (CEF). The DNA of the rescued virus was characterized
as HVT DNA by its sedimentation profile in a neutral glycerol gradient and its
endonuclease Hind 111 cleavage-pattern. Ultrastructural studies on CEF infected
with the rescued virus revealed the presence of HVT-like vinons. However, DNA-
DNA Teassociation kinetics showed that the BOl(T) cells contained a few copies of
HVT and also lv'IDV genomes.

INTRODUCTION

Marek's disease (MD) is a highly contagious
malignant lymphoma of chickens caused by
a herpes virus named A{D (MD\;).
Herpes virus of turkeys (HVT) was shown to
be antigenically related to NID\I and has been
used for vaccination against MD. Recently,
INID tumor-associated surface antigen (AllAT-
SA), which was supposed to be expressed only
on IVIDV-transformed cells (\\'itter at al. ,

virus

1975 ; Matsuda at a1. , 1976b), was demonstrated
on spleen and peripheral blood lymphocytes of
chickens vaccinated with HVT (Schat and
Calnek, 1978; POWell and Rennie, 1978; Kita-
inoto at a1. , 1979). Moreover, chickens in-
fected with HVT were found to develop
transitory lymphoproliferative lesions at an
early stage of infection (witter at a1. , 1976).
These results suggest that neoplastic trans-



formation of lymphocytes may occur in vac-
cmated chickens. However, no HVT-associ-
ated cell line has yet been established from
HVT-vaccinated chickens. This paper re-

ports the establishment of a T-lymphoblastoid
cell line from a chicken vaccinated with HVT

and presence of both HVT and MDV genomes
in the cells.

iVIATERIALS AND METHODS

I Pin's a, Id chzthe"

The HVT used for inoculation was the 01 strain

(Ono at a1. , 1974), propagated in primary chick
embryo fibroblasts (CEF). Three chickens from
a specific pathogen-free (SPF) Hocl< were in DCulated
intra-abdominalIy with 5,000 PIaque-forming Linits
(FFU) of HVTj0.2 milchicken on days I and 60
after birth. The MDV used for characterization

of MDV genome was the C2 strain (Kato at al. ,
1970).

terminants by the indirect jinmunoftuorescence tech-
nique, rabbit anti-normal thymus cell (anti-T) serum
and anti-normal butsa cell (anti-B) serum were used
(Matsuda at a1. , 1976a). The antisera were exten.
SIvely cross-absorbed before Lise

2. Owltt, yes

Primary spleen cells from chickens 7 days after
the second inoculation were used as starting material
The spleen, which had no gross lesions, was chopped
into small pieces with scissors, suspended in growth
medium (RFM1-1640 supplemented with 20% fetal
calf serum and 10% chicken serum) and passed
through a stainless-steel wire sieve. The cell sus-

Lymphoprep (density,pension was layered
1,077 glml; Nyegaard & Co. , Oslo, Norway), cen-
trifuged at 1,500 rpm for 20 min, and washed three
times with the growth medium. The cell pellet

resuspended in growth medium at a final
density of I xiO' cellsjml and seeded into petri
dishes (100 x 20 mm). The dishes were incubated
at 41'C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 in

4. Chr0, ,10so, "a! analysts

Chromosome preparations were made by the
method of Owen (1965). The cells \\, ere fixed on
a glass slide by drying them over a name after
arresting mitosis by treatment with colcemide
(01 11gjml) for 2 hr. The dried preparations were
stained with Giemsa

5. Isolation of anyi, s fro, ,I the nite

Monolayers of CEF cells a XIO') in 100 x 200 mm
petri dishes were inoculated with I xiO' established
line cells in minimum essential medium (MEM)
containing 5 % calf serum and the dishes were kept
at 37'C. Two days after inoculation the liquid
medium was replaced by MEM. Cells were ob-
served every day

was

air

on

3 . Jin"I""o1140resce"ce tests

Direct jinmunofiuorescence tests to detect viralIy
induced intracellular antigen (TCA) and cell surface
antigen (CSA) were performed by the methods of
Naito at a1. (1969) and Ishikawa at a1. (1972), re-
spectively. Chicken anti-MDV serum and anti-
HVT serum were used. The rabbit and chicken

anti-MATSA sera used in the indirect jinmunofiuo-

rescence test were prepared as described by A'Tatsuda
at a1. (1976b). In tests for T- and B-surface de-

6. AJIo/ys, 's of the an^r's yesci, ed 110", the fine

The viruses rescued from the line \\, ere passaged
five times in CEF and then subcultured in phDs-
phate-free MEM, and 20 PCijml of "P was added
to the cultures. The cells were harvested when

about 50% of them showed CPE. The vinons were
isolated from the cytoplasm of cells treated with
I% Nonidet P-40 as described previously (Hirai
at a1. , 1979). The virions were Iysed overnight at
37'C in 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 0.1 M NaCl,
0,001 M EDTA, I% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
with I ingjml of pronase. The Iysates were layered
on linear gradients of 10 to 30% glycerol in 0.01 M
Tris-HCl, pH 7.4,0.01 M EDTA, I% Sarkosinate
and centrifuged in a Beckman SW41 rotor at 175, -
000 g for 4 hr at 18'C. The ''P DNA from the
rescued viruses was found in the same position in
the gradient as ''P HVT DNA. The Sep viral
DNA isolated by \, elocity sedimentation in neutral

digested with Hind 111glycerol gradients was
restriction endonuclease and subjected to electro-

phoresis on a 0.5% horizontal agarose gel at 60 V
for 20 hr at 22'C as described previously (Hirai at
a1. , 1979). The gel was dried and placed on Sakura-
X-ray film for autoradiography
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7. DNA-DNA redssociatio, , hillet, 'CS

HVT and IVIDV DNAs were isolated and labeled



with 'H. TTP in vitro Lising ESC/Ier, 'chin coli DNA
polymer ase I as described previously (HITai at al
1979). 'H-HVT DNA (0.023 Ag, 3.9 xiO' .pining)
or "H-MDV DNA (0,021 Ag, 4.2 xiO" .pm/Ag) w, s
mixed with 2 ing of sonicated cell DNA in 0.6 in I
of 0.1 inM EDTA. The mixture was denatured bv

heating it at 100'C for 10 min and then chilling in
Then 0.4 in I of 5 M NaCl was added to the

mixture. Hybridization was carried out at 66'C
and the fraction of reassociated 'H-DNA was analysed
by differential digestion with nuclease SI (Hirai
at a1. , 1979). The following equation was used for
analysis of the data: (ColC)I/O 55=I+kCot, where
C and Co are the concentrations of single stranded
aH. viral DNA at time t and t=0, and k is the Teas-
SOCiation constant (Britten and Davidson, 1976)

Ice

RESULTS

I. General properties of the cell litre

,

One culture that grew for over 150 days
w, ^ d"^Ignat. d us MDCC-BOl(T). T"bl" I Hr

summarizes the characteristics of the MDCC- FIGURE I. Growth curves of MDCC-BOl (T) and
BOl(T) cells in comparison with those of the MDCC-MSB-I line colts. Symbol*: 0, BOl(T);
MDCC-MSB-I line, which was derived from ., MSB-I

TABLE I. P"op, ,tier of Ih, MDCC-BoxT) and MDCC-MSB-I thus

an MD lymph. in^ (Akiy"in^ and 1<at. , 1974).
The cells grew mainly singly, with a few small

I XIOr

E
L_

co
a

co

Characteristics

S I XIO'

Morphology

Doubling time
Cells with MATSA"

Cells with ICA"

Cells with CSA*

T- or B-cell determinant

Herpes-type capsid

C-type particle

Karyotype
Chromosomal aberration

MDV viral genome

HTV viral genome

Cloning efficiency

Isolation of virus by co- cultivation
with CEF

co
D
co

>

^

o

o
Z

I x 105
24

it Marek's disease tumor-associated surface antigen
b MDV- or HVT-induced intracellular antigen
C MDV- or HVT-induced cell surface antigen
at Chromosomal aberration of No I and two submetacentrics were present

BOl(T)

Lymphoblastoid
18 hr

>95%

48 72 96 120

MSB-I

Lymphoblastoid

10 hr

>95%

0.5% or less (MDV)

0.5% or Ie, s (MDV)
T

+

T

Female

+,!

3.5 copies/cell

I. 6 copies/cell

High

HVT

Female

+

50 copies/cell

<01 copyjcell

High

MDV
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FIGURE 2. Electron micrograph of an MDCC-BOl (T) lymphoblastoid cell. Neither herpesvirus nor C-type
particles are detectable.
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FIGURE 3. Chromosomes of MDCC-BOl (T) and
MDCC-MSB-I line cells.

3 ZW 5

clumps, and did not become attached to the
glass. They grew well at 41 C with a doubling
time of 18 hr (Fig. I). Neither herpesvirus

6 sin, I ume

4

nor C-type particles were detectable in the
cells by electron microscopy (Fig. 2). Mor-
phologically, the MDCC-BOl(T) cell^
sembled those of established MD lymphoma
lines, such as the MDCC-MSB-I line. Ka-
ryotype analysis confirmed the origin of the
cell line from a female chicken (Fig. 3). The
karyotype of BOl(T) cells was different from
those of other established cell lines from MD

lymphomas.

2. Jinmu"dzuoresce"ce tests
The presence of HVT- and MDV-induced

intracellular antigens (ICA) and cell surface
antigen (CSA) in MDCC-BOl(T) cells was

BIKEN JOURNAL V01.23 No. I 1980
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examined by the direct jinmunofiuorescence
technique using FITC-conjugated chicken
anti-MDV and anti-HVT sera. Neither TCA

nor CSA for either virus was observed in any
preparation. However, tests on living MDCC-
BOl(T) cells by the indirect jinmunofiuore-
scence technique demonstrated the presence
of MATSA on more than 95% of the cells,
as found on MD lymphoma cells. MDCC-
BOl(T) cells were tested for T- and B-surface
determinants by the indirect jinmunofluore-
scence technique using anti-T and anti-B sera.
The cells were identified as T cells, like all
cell lines of MD lymphoma.

3. ISOl@tz'on of o27"s from the 12^e

To rescue herpesvirus from MDCC-BOl(T)
cells, monolayer cultures of CEF cells (I x

107) in 100x 20 mm petri dishes were inocu-
hated with I x 10' MDCC-BOl(T) cell^. Only
a few foci per dish were observed 9-10 days
after inoculation, and these were subcultured
for detection of herpes virus particles by elec-
tron microscopy and of viral TCA by the direct
jinmunoftuorescence technique. The elec-
tron micrograph in Fig. 4 shows herpes virus
particles in a thin section of the CEF cells
inoculated with viruses isolated from MDCC-

BOl(T) cells. Several partial. ^ had distine-
tive cross-shaped internal structure, as in-
dicated by long arrows in Fig. 4. This
structure is characteristic of HVT (Nazerian
et a1. , 1971 ; Nii at a1. , 1973), but not of MDV.
CEF cells inoculated with viruses isolated from

MDCC-BOl(T) cells shamed more intensely
for HVT ICA than MDV ICA using FITC-
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FIGURE 4. Thin section electron micrograph of chick embryo fibroblasts (CEF) after co- cultivation with
MDCC-BOl (T) line cells. Several herpes. type capsid structures (short arrows) and cross. shaped capasids
(long arrows) are observed in the nucleus.
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conjugated chicken anti-MDV serum and
anti-HVT serum. These findings indicates
that most of the virus rescued from MDCC-

BOl(T) cells and passaged in CEF is HVT,
although MDV may be present in CEF co-
cultivated with MDCC-BOl(T) cells and may
be eliminated by passages in CEF.

Comparison of the electrophoretic patterns
of the digestion products of MDV and HVT
DNAs with restriction endonudease Hind 111

and ECORl showed similarities in the cleavage
patterns between strains, but not between
those of MDV and HVT (Himi at a1. , 1979).
Therefore, these patterns can be used for coin-
parison of these herpes virus DNAs. As an
example, an autoradiograph of the products of
the DNAs with Hind 111 is shown in Fig, 5.
The Hind 111-cleavage pattern of the rescued
viral DNA was in general similar to that of
HVT DNA, but clearly different from that of

MDV DNA. The fact that a few bands of the

rescued viral DNA did not correspond with
those of HVT DNA may be due to the condi-
tions used for digestion with the restriction
enzyme. The results support the conclusion
that most of the rescued virus was HVT.

4. DNA-DNA redssoci"tt'0" Ametz'CS

The number of virus genomes per cell in
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FIGURE 5. Hind 111 digestion products of DNA of
the virus rescued from MDCC-BOl (T) cells.
Track I, HVT DNA; track 2, DNA of the virus
rescued from MDCC-BOl (T) cells; track 3, MDV
DNA
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FIGURE 6. DNA-DNA Teassociation kinetics of

MDCC-BOl (T) cell DNA and 'H-HVT DNA or
aH-MDV DNA.

Symbols: ("), 0, normal chicken blood (CB) cell
DNA and SH-HVT DNA; A, cold HVT DNA a
genomejce11,0,142 Ag), CB cell DNA and 'H-HVT
DNA; A, cold HVT DNA (2 genomesjcell,
0,282 Ag), CB cell DNA and 'H-HVT DNA; .,
MDCC-BOl (T) cell DNA and *H-HVT DNA.
(b), 0, CB cell DNA and 'H-MDV DNA; A, cold
MDV DNA a gunomej. e11, 0,157 Ag), CB cell
DNA and 'H-MDV DNA; A, cold MDV DNA
(5 genomeslce11,0.785 Ag), CB cell DNA and 'H-
MDV DNA; ., MDCC. BOl(T) cell DNA and
aH-MDV DNA

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
incubation time (hr)



MDCC-BOl(T) colts was .x^mined by DNA-
DNA reassociation kinetics. it has been

shown by DNA-DNA Teassociation kinetics
that MD\I does not have any detectable ho-
ino10gy with HVT (Lee at a1. , 1979; Hirai et
a1. , 1979). Figures 6a and b show that
MDCC-BOl(T) calls at pus^^g, 45 cont, in. d
1.6 HVT genome equivalents and 3.5 A, IDV
genome equivalents per cell. Both HVT and
MD\7 genomes were found in the cells even
at passage 60, more than 200 days after the
line was established

DISCUSSION

As far as we know, this is the first time that the
HVT genome has been found persistently in
a lymphoblastoid cell line derived from the
apparently normal spleen of an apparently
healthy chicken vaccinated with HVT.

The presence of MDV genomes in AIDCC-
BOl(T) cells raises the questions of whether
HVT plays any part in establishment of the
cell line and of MATSA. Theexpression

origin of MDV genomes in this cell line is
not clear. Non-SPF chickens happened to
be kept with these experimental chickens foi
about 20 days before the second HVT-

vaccination, and the MDV genome detected
in BOl(T) cons might thus hare b, .n dadv. d
from these non-SPF chickens.

Sinc. MDCC-BOl(T) colts hare 00 d. -
testable HVT TCA, it appears that this cell
line is a nonproducer of HVT and contains
latent HVT genomes. The latent state of
DNA of on cogenic herpesviruses such as
Epstein-Barr virus (Nonoyama and Pagano,
1972; Aham^ at a1. , 1973), MD\I (Tan^k* at
a1. , 1978), and herpesvirus saimiri (Wetner et
a1. , 1977), has been well documented. we are
now examining the state of HVT genomes in
MDCC-BOl(T) cell^. Th, char". to^ of th,
MDCC-BOl(T) coll line rugg, st that nco-
plastic transformation of lymphocytes by
either MD\I or HVT may occur even in HVT-
vaccinated chickens.
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